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Abstract. The advances over the past several years have pushed the
performance of face recognition to an amazing level. This great success, to
a large extent, is built on top of millions of annotated samples. However,
as we endeavor to take the performance to the next level, the reliance
on annotated data becomes a major obstacle. We desire to explore an
alternative approach, namely using captioned images for training, as an
attempt to mitigate this difficulty. Captioned images are widely available
on the web, while the captions often contain the names of the subjects in
the images. Hence, an effective method to leverage such data would significantly reduce the need of human annotations. However, an important
challenge along this way needs to be tackled: the names in the captions
are often noisy and ambiguous, especially when there are multiple names
in the captions or multiple people in the photos. In this work, we propose a simple yet effective method, which trains a face recognition model
by progressively expanding the labeled set via both selective propagation
and caption-driven expansion. We build a large-scale dataset of captioned
images, which contain 6.3M faces from 305K subjects. Our experiments
show that using the proposed method, we can train a state-of-the-art
face recognition model without manual annotation (99.65% in
LFW). This shows the great potential of caption-supervised face recognition.

1

Introduction

Recent years have seen remarkable advances in face recognition [44,41,7,53,51,49].
However, state-of-the-art face recognition models are primarily trained on largescale annotated datasets [13,5,24], which is becoming a major problem as we
pursue further improvement. Obtaining massive amount of accurately annotated
data has never been a trivial task. As the scale increases, the cost of annotation,
the difficulty in quality control, and the ambiguities faced by the annotators
gradually approaches a prohibitive level.
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Fig. 1: Captions are often provided by those people who are familiar with the
subjects in the photos. The first row shows that captions are often accurate even
for difficult cases, e.g. different subjects that look similar or an subject that looks
differently. The second row shows a key challenge of caption-supervised learning,
namely multi-to-multi associations.

An effective way to mitigate this heavy reliance on manual annotations has
therefore become a common quest of the community. Semi-automatic schemes
have been explored in the development of some large-scale datasets, e.g. using
search engines [13,5] and clustering with a trained model [24]. However, it has
been observed that the noises and bias introdued by these schemes significantly
hurt the performance [40].
In this paper, we explore an alternative approach to addressing this problem,
namely, to exploit the tremendous amount of captioned images available on the
web. This is motivated by the observation that the captions of the photos with
people often contain the names of the subjects. These names can provide valuable
supervisory signals for training face recognition models. It is also worth noting
that in addition to the large quantity, captioned images have another important
advantage – the names in the captions are often very accurate even for images
that are very difficult to be distinguished visually, as illustrated in Figure 1.
This is partly ascribed to the fact that the captions are usually provided by
“experts”, i.e. those people who are familiar with the subjects in the photos or
the underlying stories.
While it sounds appealing, training a face recognition model based on caption
images is indeed a very challenging task. The key challenge lies in inexact labels,
i.e. a label may be corresponding to one of the several instances in a photo
or none of them. Inexact labels would arise when a photo contains more than
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one faces or a caption contains more than one names. As we are exploring the
setting without manual annotation, the associations between faces and names
need to be resolved in a certain way, explicitly or implicitly. On the other hand,
it is also noteworthy that this is not the same as a multi-instance learning (MIL)
problem [45,32,42], as for a considerable portion of the cases, we have exactly one
face in the photo and one name in the caption. Figure 2 how caption-supervised
face recognition differs from other widely studied learning paradigms.
To tackle the challenges caused by inexact labels while fully exploiting the
portion of samples with one-to-one correspondence, we propose a simple method
that combines selective propagation with caption-driven expansion. Specifically,
our method begins with those samples with one-to-one correspondence as initial
labeled seeds, and iteratively expand the labeled set by propagating the labels
to neighbors with selective criteria and reasoning about co-existing associations
based on captions. We found that by leveraging both the learned feature space
and the caption-based supervision, the labeled set can significantly grow while
maintaining high accuracy in the inferred labels.
To facilitate this study, we construct a large-scale dataset named MovieFace
by collecting movie photos and their captions. This dataset contains 6.3M faces
with 305K identities, and the faces exhibit large variations in scale, pose, lighting, and are often subject to partial occlusion. Our model trained on this dataset
without any manual annotation achieves competitive performance on MS1M[13],
a widely used testbed for face recognition techniques. For example, a network
with the ResNet-50 backbone [14] trained thereon achieves the accuracy of
99.65% in LFW [15].
Our contributions consist in three aspects: (1) We explore a new paradigm
to train face recognition model without manual annotation, namely, captionsupervied training. (2) We develop a simple yet effective method for this, which
exploits both the learned feature space and the caption-based supervision in an
iterative label expansion process. (3) We construct a large dataset MovieFaces
without manual annotation to support this study, and manage to train a stateof-the-art model thereon. Overall, this work demonstrates the great potential of
caption-supervised face recognition and provides a promising way towards it.

2

Related Work

Semi-Supervised Face Recognition Some of the researchers are also concerned
about the unaffordable annotation cost in face recognition and try to alleviate
the challenges with the help of semi-supervised learning [35,53,50]. Roli et al [35]
employed a self-training strategy with multiple PCA-based classifiers, where the
labels of unlabeled samples were inferred with an initial classifier and then added
to augment the labeled set. Zhao et al [55] took LDA [2] as the classifier under a similar self-training scheme. Gao et al [11] developed a semi-supervised
sparse representation-based approach by modeling both linear and non-linear
variation between the labeled and unlabeled samples. Zhan et al [53] proposed a
consensus-driven propagation algorithm to assign pseudo labels with the help of
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Fig. 2: Comparison of different learning problems and our Caption-Supervised Face
Recognition (CSFR). In CSFR, photos contain only one face and one mentioned name
can be taken as samples with correct labels and others are with inexact labels.

a constructed relational graph. Although some of these methods are claimed to
achieve great performance with only a few labeled samples [53], they are usually
tested on some artificial benchmarks modified from fully-labeled datasets, the
distribution of which is not natural. The caption-supervised face recognition proposed in this work is much more practical and effective, which would be shown
in Sec. 5.

Webly-Supervised Face Recognition Webly-Supervised Learning(WSL) leverages
raw data from the Internet and needs no human annotation [12,22]. While the
scale of training sources can be easily expanded in this case, massive data noise
has become the bottleneck to the classification performance [47]. Efforts have
been devoted to addressing the problem from different angles. Some proposed robust algorithms to learn directly against noisy data, as Patrini et al [31] proposed
a robust loss correction procedure and Rolnick et al [36] explored the robustness
of the DNN itself when enough examples are available. Others aimed to remove
or correct mislabeled data as [38,3,22], while they suffer from distinguishing mislabelled examples from hard training examples. In the specific scenario of face
recognition, where noise exists in nearly all the existing large-scale databases [40],
a widely accepted solution is to adopt a cleaning procedure to improve the quality of large-scale face datasets [30] Gallo et al [10]proposed a pipeline to improve
face recognition systems based on Center loss. Jin et al [23]proposed a graphbased cleaning method that employed the community detection algorithm to
delete mislabeled images. Similar to us, Chen et al [6] also made use of web
sources and avoided human annotation, but they focused more on dealing with
data noise by distinguishing the misclassifications with modification signal. In
comparison to most WSL methods, our caption-supervised setting takes full advantage of the web data by transferring the issue of data noise to a multiple
instance problem, leading to a breathtaking performance even with a simple
approach.
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Multiple Instance Learning Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) has an especial
yet practical setting that the instances and labels are provided in groups, respectively. It provides more information than semi-supervised manner yet lacks
a accurate one-to-one mapping compared with fully-supervised manner. It was
originally proposed for drug activity prediction [9] and are now widely applied
to many domains [1]. Since a complete survey of MIL is out of the scope of this
paper, here we only introduced some recent works based on deep networks. Most
of the MIL works focus on how to aggregate the scores or the features of multiple instances [45,32,42,21]. Wu et al [45] proposed to use max pooling for score
aggregation, which aimed to find the positive instances or patches for image
classification. Pinheiro et al [32] used log-sum-exp pooling in a CNN for weakly
supervised semantic segmentation. Wang et al [42] summarized the aggregation
module of previous works as MIL Pooling on instance scores. It then proposed
MI-Net, which applied MIL Pooling to instance features with a deeply-supervised
fashion. Instead of pooling, Ilse et al [21] proposed an attention-based MIL Network, which used learnable weights for feature aggregation. Suffering from the
same drawback that the information of the web data is provided by users, directly adopting MIL methods to data with an unstable quality would achieve
much worse results compared to our approach, which would be shown in Sec. 5.

3

Methodology

To take full advantage of the caption supervision, we propose a framework named
caption-supervised face recognition by progressively expanding the labeled samples. Specifically, we maintain a labeled set containing samples with correct labels
and an unlabeled set with inexact samples during training. The labeled set would
be iteratively enlarged by selective propagation and caption-driven expansion.
The former aims to enlarge the number of instances with the help of a trained
model. The latter would increase both identities and instances with by means
of the caption supervision. Specifically, our framework consists of three stages,
namely labeled set initialization, selective propagation and caption-driven expansion, as shown in Fig. 3. The last two stages would be run iteratively until
converge, i.e. no extra samples can be added to the labeled set.
I. Labeled Set Initialization Suppose that there are n faces {f1 , · · · , fn } and
m identites mentioned in the caption {y1 , · · · , ym } in the a photo. Here yi ∈
{1, · · · , N }, i ∈ {1, · · · , m} and N is the total number of identities in the dataset.
As we mentioned before, some photos contain just one face and one mentioned
identity in its caption, which we name as “one2one” samples. Considering the
high quality of the captions, we take the faces in “one2one” photos as labeled
samples, namely
I(fn ) = ym , if n = 1, m = 1
These samples would be used to initialize the labeled set.
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Fig. 3: Our framework for caption-supervised face recognition. It consists of three
stages: (I). Initialize a labeled set with those samples containing just one face detected and one identity mentioned in the caption. (II). Then a network is trained on
the labeled set and applied to the unlabeled samples. Samples (in orange) would be selected and added to the labeled set following such criterions: (1) with a high prediction
score, and (2) the predicted identity is mentioned in the caption (III). We get more
labels with the help of caption (in blue), i.e. we assign the identity to the face if only
one face left in the photo and one identity left in the caption. By running stage II and
III iteratively, we would finally propagate the labels to almost all the samples.

II. Selective Propagation With the labeled set, we train a neural network in a
fully-supervised manner, which would then be applied to the unlabeled faces.
Here we denote the predition score of an unlabeled face fi as pi ∈ RN̄ , where
N̄ is the number of identities in the labeled set and N̄ ≤ N . At the propagation
stage, a face would be labeled under the following criterions: (1) the predicted
identity is mentioned in the caption, and (2) the prediction score is higher than
a threshold τ , as shown in Eq. 1

 argmax(pi ) = k
I(fi ) = k, if k ∈ {y1 , · · · , ym }
(1)

pik > τ
Since the trained model is incapable of predicting unseen persons, only the number of samples in the labeled set would be increased in a selective manner while
the number of identities would remain constant at this stage.
III. Caption-driven Expansion Here we make a reasonable assumption that if
there are only one unlabeled face and one unassigned identity in a photo, then
the label of the face should be the left identity. After some of the faces are labeled
at stage II, there would be some photos with only one unlabeled face and one
mentioned identity left. Base on the assumption, the face would be labeled, as
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shown in Eq. 2, where U denotes the filter to get the unlabeled ones from a face
or identity set.

U({f1 , · · · , fn }) = fi
I(fi ) = yj , if
(2)
U({y1 , · · · , yn }) = yj
At this stage, the number of the identities as well as the number of the samples in
the labeled set would increase, and the driving force comes from the information
extracted from caption. After new identities are added, i.e. the labeled set is
enlarged, we would finetune the model with the whole labeled set, which contains
both old samples and newly added identities.
The proposed framework is so simple that can be reimplemented easily. More
importantly, it works well surprisingly on the caption-supervised datasets, even
outperforming a model trained on a fully-supervised dataset like MS1M [13], the
results of which would be demonstrated in Sec. 5. However, there are also some
imperfections with the proposed framework, which would also be discussed in
Sec. 5 to benefit the further explorations.

4

Dataset

Dataset
# ID # face # annotation
LFW[15]
5K 13K
automatic
CelebFaces[39] 10K 202K
manually
IMDb-Face[40] 59K 1.7M
manually
CASIA[52]
10K 500K semi-automatic
VGGFace2[5] 9K 3.3M semi-automatic
MS1Mv2[13,8] 85K 5.8M semi-automatic
automatic
MegaFace[24] 670K 4.7M
MovieFace 305K 6.3M
caption
Table 1: Comparison between datasets for
face recognition.

publicity 46%
still frame 36%
event 9%
poster 4%
behind scene 3%
product 1%
production art 1%

Fig. 4: Different Types of Photo in
MovieFace.

Datasets play an important role in most of the researches in computer vision [26,4,16]. Since there is no large-scale dataset to support caption-supervised
face recognition, we build a dataset, namely MovieFace, in this paper. A comparison of some popular datasets for face recognition is shown in Tab. 1, from
which we can see that our proposed dataset is competitive to the existing largest
datasets, for both identities and faces. But our datasets would continuously grow
without any manual efforts as shown in Fig. 1. More details of MovieFace would
be introduced below. And note that MovieFace is a part of MovieNet [19], which
is a holistic dataset that support various of research topics in person recogntion [46,28,18,17,46], video analysis [20,34,33] and story understanding [37,48].
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Fig. 6: Here we show some statistics of MovieFace including (a) number of faces per
photo, (b) number of name entities per caption, and (c) the yaw distribution of faces.

Face Processing We get different types of photos from IMDb 3 including “still
frame”, “poster”, “publicity”, “event”, “behind the scenes”, “product” and “production art”, the definition of which can be seen in the description page 4 . Totally
3.9M photos with name entities in caption are downloaded. Then we detect all
the faces in the photos with MTCNN [54], resulting in 6.3M faces detected.
Identity Processing We download the caption of each photo. For each name
mentioned in the caption, there would be a hyperlink to the person’s homepage,
which is created by the users. So it is easy for us to get the identities of the
mentioned persons by the hyperlinks. There are 5.8M name entities appeared
in the captions, belonging to 305K unique identities.
Dataset Statistic We show the percentage of each type of photos in Fig. 4. Different types of photos would capture faces of a person under different situations,
which would highly raise the diversity of the dataset. Some photos and captions
from Titanic are shown in Fig. 5, from which we can also see the high quality
and diversity of MovieFace. We further calculate the yaw of each face, the distributions of which are shown in Fig. 6. And one of the most critical factors for
the caption-supervised setting is probably the number of faces per photo and
the number of names per caption. If all the photos contain just one face and one
mentioned name, then the caption-supervised problem would degenerate into a
simple fully-supervised one. The less the faces per photo, the easier for us to
3
4

https://www.imdb.com/
https://help.imdb.com/article/contribution/images-videos/imdb-imagefaqs/G64MGN2G43F42PES#
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train a powerful model. The distributions of the number of faces and the number of names are shown in Fig. 6. We can see that more than 50% of the photos
contain just one face and more than 60% of the captions contain just one name,
which would highly benefit the training process.

5
5.1

Experiments
Experiment Setting

We test our method on three benchmarks on face recognition/verification, which
is the application that motivates this work. We not only compare it with various
methods, but also investigate important design choices via a series of ablation
studies.
Training set. Following the convention in face recognition, we train networks on
large training sets that are completely disjoint from the testing sets, namely the
identities (i.e. classes) used for testing are excluded from the training set. Specifically, six large datasets below are used for training: (1) MS-Celeb-1M [13].
This dataset consists of 100K identities, each with about 100 facial images on
average. In total, the dataset contains 10M images. As the original identity labels were extracted automatically from webpages and thus are very noisy. We
clean up the annotations according to [7], resulting in a subset that contains
5.8M images from 86K classes. (2) Megaface2 [24]. It contains 4.7M images
from 672K identities. This dataset is automatically collected from the Internet
and the distribution is very long-tail. (3) IMDb-Face [40], collects large-scale
images for the IMDb website. It develops an effective way to clean the dataset
and produces a noise-controlled dataset with 1.7M images from 59K identities.
(4) CASIA [52]. This dataset uses the same source as IMDb-Face for data
collection. In addition to images, it also collects tags for semi-automatic clean.
Applying tag-constrained similarity clustering, it cleans the collected image prudently and result in a dataset contains 494, 414 images of 10, 575 subjects. (5)
MovieFace. To facilitate the study in caption supervised face recognition, we
also collect a large-scale face dataset from IMDb website. This dataset comprises 3.9M photos with corresponding captions. We detect 6.3M face images
from photos and extract 305K identities from captions. Note that our collected
dataset does not involve any manual annotations.
Testing set. The trained networks are then evaluated on three testing sets: (1)
LFW [15], the de facto standard testing set for face verification under unconstrained conditions, which contains 13, 233 face images from 5, 749 identities.
(2) IJB-A [25], which contains 5, 712 face images from 500 identities. It partitions all pairs of face images into 10 disjoint sets, and the final result is the
average of those obtained from individual partitions. (3) Megaface & Facescrub, the largest and most challenging public benchmark for face recognition,
which combines the gallery sets from both Megaface [24] (with 1M images from
690K identities), and Facescrub [29] (with 100K images from 530 identities).
Specifically, the evaluation is done as follows. In each testing, one image from
each celebrity in Facescrub will be mixed into the Megaface gallery to form an
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augmented gallery set, while the remaining images will be used as queries. The
task is to identify the ones from the corresponding classes that were mixed into
the gallery, among a large number of distractors from Megaface.
Metrics. We assess the performance on two tasks, namely face identification and
face verification. Face identification is to select top k images from the gallery,
where the performance is measured by the top-k hit rate, i.e., the fraction of
predictions where the true identity occurs in the top-k list. Face verification is to
determine whether two given face images are from the same identity. We use a
widely adopted metric [25,24] namely the true positive rate under the condition
that the false positive rate is fixed to be 0.001.
Networks. We conducted two series of experiments, with different network architectures. First, to experiment over different training sets and loss functions
within a reasonable budget, we use a modified ResNet-50 [14] with input size
reduced to 112x112. To further study how different methods work with very
deep networks, we conducted another series of experiments for selected methods
using R-100 and ArcLoss [8], which achieves the state-of-the-art in face recognition benchmarks. For all settings, the networks are trained using SGD with
momentum. The mini-batch sizes are set to 2, 048 and 1, 024 respectively for
ResNet-50 and R-100.
5.2

Comparison to Fully Supervised Training

Dataset
MS1M
MegaFace2
IMDb-Face
CASIA
MovieFace

Softmax Loss
LFW IJBA MegaFace
99.52 88.24 84.44
98.35 55.48
53.47
98.70 73.21
73.02
98.08 55.05
58.63
99.10 77.75
83.34

Cosine Loss
LFW IJBA MegaFace
99.63 91.93 94.33
98.75 79.94
66.81
99.37 84.17
79.99
98.28 60.79
71.33
99.65 88.95 95.44

LFW
99.85
99.28
99.65
99.00
99.83

ArcFace
IJBA MegaFace
96.82
97.92
86.60
84.75
94.25
94.81
72.05
78.90
96.96 96.96

Table 2: Comparion of the Performance between Webly-Supervised and FullySupervised Face Recognition

The results are shown in Tab. 2. MovieFace is trained by supervision of captions, which can be automatically collected from the web; While other datasets
are trained under the supervision of labels, which are usually obtained by massive human annotations. Comparing the performance of models under different
settings, we observe that: (1) The model trained on MovieFace yields comparable identification/verification accuracies with trained MS1M, for different loss
functions and the ArcFace method; (2) Under all different settings, it consistently outperforms models trained on other three datasets, namely MegaFace2,
IMDb-Face, and CASIA, by a large margin; (3) By applying the state-of-the-art
method ArcFace on IJBA, it can further produce performance gain over MS1M
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by 0.14 percent, despite the fact that no explicit annotation is offered when
learned caption-supervised.
5.3

Comparison to SSL and MIL Methods

SSL Methods We collect images that only have one face and one name item
in their captions to form a training set S1 /One2One, where the face is labeled
with the name item. To employ semi-supervised methods in our setting, we
first regard the S1 data as labeled data and use it to train a feature extractor.
With the trained feature extractor, we extract features for all unlabeled images
except S1 and apply it in our scenario. To avoid the overlap between S1 labels
and pseudo labels, we adopt a multitask scheme for training, i.e., there are two
classifiers on top of the network for S1 labels and pseudo labels respectively.
As unlabeled face images are likely to belong to an unseen identity, clustering
are widely adopted to exploit unlabeled face data [53,43,51]. We study two clustering methods in our settings, namely K-means [27] and LTC [51]. K-means is
the most widely used unsupervised clustering methods, while the recent proposed
LTC introduces supervised clustering and shows its effectiveness in exploiting
unlabeled face images. For K-means, we set the number of clusters to the total
number of identities extracted from captions. For LTC [51], we use S1 as the
labeled set to train the clustering models.
The results in Table. 3a shows that: (1) Compared with the model trained
on S1 , K-means achieves comparable performance over three benchmarks. Relying on simple assumptions that all samples are distributed around a center,
K-means may fail to handle the complex distribution in large-scale dataset in
real-world setting, especially when the number of clusters is inaccurate. (2) LTC
outperforms the model trained on S1 consistently. Although it is more effective
than K-means in exploiting large-scale unlabeled data, the improvement is limited. As a supervised method, LTC assumes the distribution between training
set and testing set is similar. In our scenario, we take S1 as the labeled data
for training, but there is no guarantee that the remained unlabeled data has a
similar distribution to S1 .
MIL Methods Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) aims to train a model with
samples annotated by a bag-level label. Comparing to fully-supervised learning
where every instance is labeled with its category, a bag of instances is annotated
with just one category in MIL, which means that at least one of the instance in
the bag belongs the labeled category. A bag of faces are fed to a network and
their features are aggregated in the last but one layer with MIL pooling. Existing
method for MIL using neural network can be formulated as different kinds of
MIL pooling [42]. We try 3 kinds of MIL pooling in this paper, namely average
pooling, max pooling, and log-exp-sum pooling.
In addition to methods designed specifically for multiple instance learning,
we also compare with an intuitive baseline. For an image with K labels, each
instance on the image is assigned a soft label over the K classes, with the ground-
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1
truth probability on each instance setting to K
. It is similar to mean-pooling
but do not require instances on an image appear in a batch during training.
As shown in Tab. 3a, max-pooling achieves the best results. As the training proceeds, the features are more discriminative and thus the max-pooling
may select the most prominent feature for supervision. As for mean-pooling,
it eliminates the variance between different instances on an image, weakening
the discriminative powers of features. Compared with SSL methods, the inferior
performance of MIL-based approach indicates the importance of correctly predicting the unknown labels, especially in a fine-grained feature learning scenario
like face recognition.

method
S1
SSL
K-means
LTC
S1 + S4
mean-pooling
MIL
max-pooling
LES-pooling
CSFR
ours

LFW
99.05
99.01
99.07
97.83
97.85
98.32
98.17
99.10

IJBA MegaFace
68.67 79.81
67.57
79.9
71.34 80.55
45.31
70.2
45.22 69.62
49.06 73.11
48.25 72.06
77.50 83.34

Data/Method
S1
S1 + S2
S1 + S2 + S3
S2 + S3

LFW
99.05
99.07
99.10
98.57

IJBA MegaFace
68.67 79.81
75.06 82.41
77.50 83.34
69.99 69.52

(b)

(a)

Table 3: (a). Comparison on the performance between our framework and
some poplar methods in SSL and MIL in MovieFace. S1 represents data
of One2One. S4 represents data with inexact labels. (b). Ablation of Different Stages in our Framework. S1 /S2 /S3 repersents training data of
One2One/Propogation/Expansion, respectively.

5.4

Ablation Study and Discussion

The quality of data propogation and expansion As illustrated in Tab. 3b, by
adding propagation data where more faces for existing identities are labeled
(i.e. S1 + S2 ), the model brings a performance gain from 79.81 to 82.41 in
MegaFace; by further considering expansion data where faces of new identities
are tagged (i.e. S1 + S2 + S3 ), the model receives further performance gain.
As shown in Fig. 7b, the annotated data increases from 51% to 90% with one
round of label propagation and label expansion. To evaluate the performance
of annotated data, we only use the annotated data to train a face recognition
model. As Tab. 3b illustrates, the annotated data itself (i.e. S2 + S3 ) achieves
comparable result as S1 .
Relation between face recognition model and the year. We investigate the relation between the performance of face recognition model and the year. The
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Fig. 7: (a). MegaFace top-1 Identification@1M. vs. year. As the increase of photos with
captions, the performance face recognition has been remarkably boosted. (b). Ratio of
annotated face images vs. iterations. After the second round of iteration, around 90%
of face has been assigned a label, indicating the effectiveness of our label expansion
algorithm.

Tom Hanks and Michael Clarke
Duncan in The Green Mile (1999)

Joaquin Phoenix in Joker (2019)

Fig. 8: Some noisy cases in caption-supervised face recognition.

key variant is the number of collected images. As shown in Figure. 1, this data
source continuously growing every year, the performance of face recognition benefits from the increase of the images. With the proposed method, we effectively
leverage the photos with captions and greatly boost the performance of the face
recognition model. Figure. 1 illustrates the data source showing an exponential growth in recent years, indicating the potential improvement space of the
proposed method.
Noisy cases Since the caption supervision is not specially designed for face recognition, it may sometimes introduce noise. Some noisy cases of MovieFace are
shown in Fig. 8. 1) Usually, a website user would only mention the persons that
he pays attention to. For example, the policeman in the background is ignored
in this photo. What’s worse, the prisoner is annotated even though his face is
invisible. Therefore, it is easy for our model to wrongly associate the prisoner’s
name with the policeman in the background. 2) Since the user writing the cap-
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tion with a strong context, they can correctly annotate some extremely hard
cases, e.g. a face with heavy makeup. However, forcing the model to learn from
such noisy cases may impair the performance.
More applications of MovieFace The collected MovieFace derives a new research
problem, namely, caption supervised face recognition. As a dataset of rich annotations, the MovieFace can also facilitate the research in other areas. As shown in
sec. 5.3, both MIL-based methods and SSL-based methods are far from satisfactory. Existing methods for MIL-based methods and SSL-based methods usually
rely on some specific assumptions, the MovieFace poses a challenge for applying
these methods in a more practical setting. Besides, with the time stamp of each
photo, it provides a good source for age-invariant face recognition. The rapid
growth of such data also provides a good source for continuous learning.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we address a meaningful research topic named caption-supervised
face recognition. It aims to train a face recognizer with the millions of web images
with captions, which are free and continuously growing. We build a large-scale
dataset named MovieFace, containing more than 6.3M faces from 305K identities, to support this research topic. With the proposed dataset, we demonstrate
that we can train a state-of-the-art face model without any manual annotation by
a simple approach, which shows the immeasurable potential of this topic. Also,
extensive experiments and analyses are executed to promote further researches
on caption-supervised face recognition.
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